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ACADEMY



Owl Fact
“Hoot” Done It?
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There is a theory that a 
Barred Owl committed 
a high-profile murder!

Did the owl get away with the 
crime? Is he or she still at large?



Resource Development Reflections
Build your resource base
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What did you 

do to serve 

your clients 

during the 

holidays?



Review of Resource Development



Are Events Worth the Effort?
Revenue is just the start of the story
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Financial factors

For the same amount 

of time and money, 

would you net more 

by running an event, 

or by just seeking 

grants and donations?

event revenue

event expenses

staff expenses

net proceeds

Example:

$50K

$30K 

$15K

$5K

event revenue

event expenses

staff expenses

net proceeds

Example:

$30K

$10K 

$10K

$10K

donations

event expenses

staff expenses

net proceeds

Example:

$30K

$0K 

$15K

$15K

In terms of income, 
a key question is…



Are Events Worth the Effort?
Relationships and visibility matter, too
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Aim for awareness and recognize your supporters

• Ensure the event attracts people who don’t already support you. Reach out 

to neighborhoods that can broaden your base.

• Become known as a pivotal community organization by showcasing the 

variety of residents and employers you involve.

• Recognize and thank volunteers and donors who have supported you 

throughout the year.

• At the event, launch an initiative. Your attendees will spread the word.



Clever Events
Make the most of images
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Clever Events
Build your resource base
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Clever Events
Build your resource base
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Clever Events
Build your resource base
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Clever Events
Build your resource base
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https://youtu.be/hJrP3huI7oQ

What new 

fundraising 

communications 

did you unveil 

for the holidays?

https://youtu.be/hJrP3huI7oQ


Clever Events
Build your resource base

12https://www.facebook.com/hctheaterfriends/videos/307285247212284/

What new 

fundraising 

communications 

did you unveil 

for the holidays?

https://www.facebook.com/hctheaterfriends/videos/307285247212284/


Focus, Though, on Relationships
A little love goes a long way
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Be Understanding and Hopeful
How can you blend thoughts of concern and home?
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Blend these images to create messages 



Resource Development Reflections
Build your resource base
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What’s a 

practice you 

would like to 

apply in your 

organization?



Resource Development
Virtual Fundraising Toolkit
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Personnel Policies



Important Personnel Policies
Be a skilled manager of your team and your working environment
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Conversation with Jeremy York
Jeremy is a human resources specialist 

at the Synergy Companies



Volunteer Management



Motivating Volunteers
Messages to attract and engage volunteers
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• Act upon altruistic values

• Pave career paths

• Strengthen social ties

• Understand the social issue

• Enhance a social circle

• Turn from dark thoughts to positive experiences



Volunteers
Recruitment Motivations
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• Act upon altruistic values

• Pave career paths

• Strengthen social ties

• Understand the social issue

• Enhance a social circle

• Turn from dark thoughts to positive experiences

Craft a couple 

messages!



Thanking Supporters
Build your resource base
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How have you 

engaged or 

thanked your 

supporters 

lately?



Volunteers
Keep your troops happy and active!
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• Movie nights about your cause

• Thank you gift events

• Picnics and campfires

• Camping trips

• Dyed t-shirts

• Valentine’s hearts



Volunteers
Keep your troops happy and active!
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• Movie showings to highlight your cause

• Thank you gift nights

• Picnics and campfires

• Camping trips

• Dyed t-shirts

• Valentine’s hearts

What else could 

you do to thank 

and energize 

your volunteers?



Play Benefactor Bingo
In-kind resources can do as much good as dollars can
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There are many ways 

people can help you 

reach and serve others



Volunteers
Flory’s flow of activities
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Needs 
analysis

Recruitment

Screening

Placement
Orientation/ 

training

Resourcing/ 
supervision

Recognition



Pandemic Adjustments



Pandemic Adjustments
Getting used to new things
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After six months of listening to 
people talk with masks, 
I finally understand what 
Charlie Brown’s teacher was saying.



Pandemic Adjustments
Likely adjustments to work across our country
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Source: The Future of Work After COVID 
by McKinsey Global Institute, February 2021.



Pandemic Adjustments
Likely adjustments to work across our country
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We will likely see 

moderate rises in 

remote work, 

telemedicine, and 

food delivery 

post-pandemic as 

compared to pre-

pandemic.

Source: The Future of Work After COVID 
by McKinsey Global Institute, February 2021.



Pandemic Adjustments
Timeframe for a “return to normality”
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https://covid19-projections.com/path-to-herd-immunity/

We may not reach “normality” until sometime in 2022.

https://covid19-projections.com/path-to-herd-immunity/


Pandemic Adjustments
Prioritize safety
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1. Precautionary measures: wearing of personal protective 

equipment, methods and frequency for COVID-19 tests
Protective items: backontrack.in.gov/ppedirectory.htm

2. Vaccinations: optional or required

3. Quarantining after travel

https://backontrack.in.gov/ppedirectory.htm


Pandemic Adjustments
Prioritize safety
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4. Safety training for all board, staff, and volunteers

5. Procedures for working safely among staff members, 

board members, volunteers, and clients

6. Communication, transportation, office closure, and 

workplace cleaning when someone gets sick



Pandemic Adjustments
Handle unacceptable or awkward situations
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1. Prohibition of harassment and discrimination of those 

who have been sick or who have COVID symptoms

2. Handling of non-compliant staff members, board members, 

volunteers, and clients



Pandemic Adjustments
Accommodate flexible and remote work arrangements
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1. Flexible working hours and locations: when to be 

present, when and how to be available online

2. Provisions for home office equipment and expenses 

(laptop, software, phone, Internet, electricity, etc.)

3. Security of records, software, and equipment



Pandemic Adjustments
Encourage healthy mindsets and fitness
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1. Mental health care for team members and clients

2. Physical and mental fitness (gym, library, etc.)

3. Transparent and thorough communications



Pandemic Adjustments
Helpful resources
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• State updates on the virus:
www.coronavirus.in.gov/

• Indiana State Department of Health:
www.coronavirus.in.gov/files/IN-COVID-19_Occupational%20Guidance%204.1.20.pdf

• Federal guidance on employment matters:
www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-act-and-other-

eeo-laws

https://www.coronavirus.in.gov/
http://www.coronavirus.in.gov/files/IN-COVID-19_Occupational%20Guidance%204.1.20.pdf
http://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-act-and-other-eeo-laws


Pandemic Adjustments
Helpful resources
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• Employer playbook (example from California):
files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/employer-playbook-for-safe-reopening--en.pdf

• Equal Employment Opportunity Commission:
www.eeoc.gov/coronavirus

• Occupational Safety and Health Act:
www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/OSHA3990.pdf

• Paid leave:
www.irs.gov/newsroom/employers-can-grant-paid-leave-for-covid-19

https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/employer-playbook-for-safe-reopening--en.pdf
http://www.eeoc.gov/coronavirus
http://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/OSHA3990.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/employers-can-grant-paid-leave-for-covid-19


Pandemic Adjustments
Use visuals to convey healthy practices to volunteers, staff, and all others
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Reflection and Commission


